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For years, exiles from North Korea, China, and Russia have terrorized the Western Seaboard of

post-Outbreak America. And for years, the remnants of the U.S. military have struggled to defeat

them. No more. After U.S. forces cripple the enemy's ability to wage war, the North Koreans and

their allies make a last-ditch effort to save themselves by building internment camps where

thousands of Americans are held hostage. The enemy thinks they are invulnerable. They think they

have the ultimate leverage. They are wrong. To end this reign of terror, Caleb Hicks, Gabriel

Garrett, Tyrel Jennings, and Raymond Grabovsky will join forces with loyal resistance fighters who

have spent years battling the North Koreans. To complete their mission, they will have to utilize a

secret weapon even the U.S. government has been afraid to use. Until now...Don't miss this next

exciting chapter in the Surviving the Dead series!Surviving the Dead Series: No Easy HopeThis

Shattered LandWarrior WithinThe PassengerFire in WinterThe Darkest PlaceSavagesThe Killing
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I really enjoy this series. However, I particularly enjoyed the pace of this one. Some old friends

reacquainted, others on the sideline but mostly this was a gripping arm of this saga. That said, the

story ahead (given this book's cliff hanger) is going to be beyond intense. If you've followed this

series, you know all of these characters well enough to have an emotional investment in their

stories. The thought of some of these most important characters being attacked in the worst way,

hints that the following installment will be an emotional roller-coaster and intense. I'm looking

forward to it. That goes without even discussing the fact that there just might be hope for civilization

at the conclusion of the story.

Always a good read from James Cook. Why the four stars? Two reasons. Pacing, everything was

slow, methodical. Everything was deliberate, almost grindingly slow. A lot of inner reflection on the

part of Caleb, that took the place of action and/or background. The whole story advanced by inches,

and at the end it was like the air just fizzled out of the balloon. Second reason, were the chapters

devoted to the highwaymen. Pages were spent on their leader, his thoughts, him rebuilding his

forces, on and on. All of it to set up the background for the next book, important for sure, but it did

nothing but took away from this book. Cook has built some really good characters over the last eight

books. Not sure where he is taking some of them, Eric for example; but Caleb is one of the best and

this book was all about Caleb, even if it left him in a very dark place by the end of the book. Great

series, looking forward to the next installment.

I buy these books as soon as they come out and wait very impatiently for the next in the series.

Love every character in these and was glad to see these guys again. I know Eric wasn't in it much,

but am looking forward to the next. Hope to see Eric and Gabe together again they work like a well

oiled machine together. Love the character this one centers on though. This is the BEST series.

I highly recommend this series if you like zompoc books. James Cooks series surviving the dead is

a great writer and this series is very good. The two main characters Eric and Gabe are written so

well you'll be cheering for them all the time. Take the time to try book one and I guarantee you will

want to continue reading this series.

I could have done with a lot less descriptions of weapons. I believe that military combat troops,

either vet or active, identify with the information. The entire series has been good. The book was a

thinly disguised comment on post 9/11 government.I missed Eric but was glad to catch up with



Gabe. I will probably buy #9.

I anxiously await each new addition to this series. I am totally hooked by Gabriel Garrett and Eric

Riordan and all the original characters but Hicks and Miranda have grown on me. The writing is

excellent;I especially enjoy the weapons detail and the fight description. The players are believable

as humans and warriors . The infected are horrifying and believable as heck

It's been so long between books I'd forgotten how good this series is! In this book we meet

characters from earlier volumes and delve into more of Caleb's past life. Really good book! Now I

have to go back and retread the whole series again to get ready for book 9. Please let it come out

soon!!!!

I've been with James since book one "No Easy Hope" & have been in love with the series since

then. I don't know if it's the characters, story line or the way James writes but I can't get these books

fast enough. I think it's important to note that James' first book was written at the height of the

zombie craze but has developed into much more of a story about how mankind has adapted &

overcame. Although zombies continue to be "A" central theme, they are no longer the focus. Great

job again James!!!
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